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• Suppression of detail to show the essence of 
the matter

• An outline structure

• Division of responsibility through a chain of 
command

• Subdivision of a system into smaller 
subsystems

Abstraction
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part of the operation. Th ere are more levels, not shown in the fi gure, under 
each of the managers and vice presidents.         

 Levels in an organization chart correspond to responsibility and 
authority in the organization. Th e president acts in the best interest of 
the entire company. She delegates responsibility and authority to those 
who report to her. Th ey in turn use their authority to manage their part 
of the organization and may delegate responsibilities to their employees. In 
businesses, the actual power held by individuals may not be directly refl ected 
by their positions on the offi  cial chart.   FIGURE 1.6    is a level diagram that 
shows the line of authority in the organization. Each vice president reports 
to the president. Each director reports to a vice president, each manager 
reports to a director, and so on down the chain of command.         

 Th ere is a direct relationship between the way an organization functions, 
as refl ected by its organization chart, and the way a computer system 
functions. Like a large organization, a large computer system is typically 
organized as a hierarchy. Any given part of a computer system takes orders 
from the part immediately above it in the hierarchy diagram. In turn, it issues 
orders to be carried out by those parts immediately below it in the hierarchy. 

  Abstraction in Machines  
 Another example of levels of abstraction that is closely analogous to computer 
systems is the automobile. Like a computer system, the automobile is a man-
made machine. It consists of an engine, a transmission, an electrical system, 
a cooling system, and a chassis. Each part of an automobile is subdivided. 
Th e electrical system has, among other things, a battery, headlights, and a 
voltage regulator. 

 People relate to automobiles at diff erent levels of abstraction. Drivers are 
at the highest level of abstraction. Th ey perform their tasks by knowing how 
to operate the car: for example, how to start it, how to use the accelerator, 
and how to apply the brakes. 

 At the next lower level of abstraction are the backyard mechanics. Th ey 
understand more of the details under the hood than the casual drivers do. 
Th ey know how to change the oil and the spark plugs. Th ey do not need this 
detailed knowledge to drive the automobile. 

 At the next lower level of abstraction are the master mechanics. Th ey can 
completely remove the engine, take it apart, fi x it, and put it back together. 
Th ey do not need this detailed knowledge to simply change the oil. 

 In a similar vein, people relate to computer systems at many diff erent 
levels of abstraction. A complete understanding at every level is not necessary 
to use a computer. You do not need to be a mechanic to drive a car. Similarly, 
you do not need to be an experienced programmer to use a word processor. 

FIGURE 1.6 
The level diagram 
for the organization 
in Figure 1.5.
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Some HOL6 languages
• C For programming operating 

systems

• C++ For general applications; C with 
added object-oriented features

• Python A scripting language for web 
applications

• Java For general-purpose and web 
applications
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 Computer systems consist of hardware and soft ware.  Hardware  is 
the physical part of the system. Once designed, hardware is diffi  cult and 
expensive to change.  Soft ware  is the set of programs that instruct the 
hardware and is easier to modify than hardware. Computers are valuable 
because they are general-purpose machines that can solve many diff erent 
kinds of problems, as opposed to special-purpose machines that can each 
solve only one kind of problem. Diff erent problems can be solved with the 
same hardware by supplying the system with a diff erent set of instructions—
that is, with diff erent soft ware. 

 Every computer has three basic hardware components: 

 ❯ Central processing unit (CPU) 
 ❯  Main memory 
 ❯  Disk 

FIGURE 1.9    shows these components in a block diagram. Th e lines 
between the blocks represent the fl ow of information. Th e information 
fl ows from one component to another on the  system bus , which is simply a 
group of wires connecting the components. Th e preceding list of hardware 
components is in order of increasing storage capacity. Th e CPU has the 
smallest storage capacity, and the disk has the largest capacity. Th e list is also 
in order of decreasing speed. Th e CPU is the fastest device, and the disk is 
the slowest device.         

  Central Processing Unit  
 Processing occurs in the CPU, which contains the circuitry to control all the 
other parts of the computer. It has a small set of memory, called  registers , 
represented by the two blocks inside the CPU block in     Figure       1   .   9    . Although 
the fi gure shows only two registers, they typically number anywhere from 

 Components of hardware 

Registers are in the CPU.

System bus

Disk

Central
processing
unit

Main memory

Input

Output

FIGURE 1.9 
Block diagram of the three components of a computer system.

processing
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16 to 64. Th e CPU also has a set of instructions permanently wired into its 
circuitry. Th e instructions do such things as fetch information from main 
memory into a register; add, subtract, compare, and store information from 
a register back into main memory; and so on. What is not permanent is the 
order in which these instructions are executed. Th e order is determined by a 
program written in machine language at Level ISA3.     

   An example of how the CPU processes information is execution of the 
simple assignment j=i+1, which is a programming statement in Level HOL6 
languages like C or Java. It adds 1 to integer variable i and assigns the sum to j. 
During execution of a program, the system stores the values of variables i and 
j in main memory. Th e single j=i+1 statement at Level HOL6 is translated 
to three statements at Level ISA3. Each of these three statements is one of the 
instructions wired into the CPU. Th e fi rst instruction fetches the current value 
of i from memory into a CPU register, as FIGURE 1.10(a)  shows. Information 
fl ows from the storage cell in memory onto the system bus and into a register 
in the CPU. Th e second instruction adds 1 to the value in the register. Th is 
instruction executes entirely within the CPU and involves no information 
fl ow along the system bus. Th e third instruction stores the incremented value 
back to the location of j in the main memory, as Figure 1.10(b) shows.     

  Main Memory  
 Like the CPU,  main memory  has a set of memory cells to store information. 
It diff ers in two respects from the CPU. First, the number of storage cells is 
far greater than the number of cells in the CPU.     Figure       1   .   9     shows only fi ve 
cells in main memory, but a smartphone can have a few billion cells and a 
laptop more than 10 billion. Th ese numbers compare with only dozens of 
registers in a typical CPU. Second, the CPU has a set of instructions wired 
into its circuitry to perform processing on the data in its registers. Although 
the capacity of main memory is huge compared to the capacity of the CPU, 
it cannot process the values that it stores. Th e only function it can perform 

One statement at Level 
HOL6 can be three state-
ments at Level ISA3.

CPU

Mem

Input
Output

Disk

i
j

CPU

Mem

Input
Output

Disk

i
j

FIGURE 1.10
Information fl ow to execute the Level HOL6 statement j = i + 1.

jj

(a)  The fi rst Level ISA3 instruction: 
fetch the value of i.

(b)  The third Level ISA3 instruction: 
store the sum to j.

131.2 Hardware
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is to remember the data values stored in its cells and produce them for the 
CPU or the disk on request. 

 Main memory stores four kinds of information: 

 ❯  Data to be processed by the CPU 
 ❯  Program instructions to be executed by the CPU 
 ❯  Input connections to receive data from the external environment 
 ❯  Output connections to send data to the external environment 

 An example of data storage are the integer values for i and j in 
    Figure       1   .   10    . Later during execution, if the program needs the value of j 
for another computation, main memory will deliver the value unchanged 
from the value previously stored.         

 When you purchase an application, say a word processor, you download 
it to the disk, which stores it until you want to use it. Th en, when you execute 
the app, your computer system sends a copy of it from the disk to main 
memory. At any given time, main memory contains copies of all apps that 
are executing in the system. So, in addition to the values of variables i and j 
in     Figure       1   .   10    , main memory also stores the program instructions of the 
app. Because the CPU contains the circuitry to execute the app instructions, 
the computer system must fetch an instruction from main memory before 
it can execute the instruction.   FIGURE 1.11    shows the information fl ow to 
fetch an instruction. Th e information fl ow is similar to that in     Figure       1   .   10    (a) 
across the system bus, except that the information comes from the location 
where the instruction is stored instead of where i is stored. Th e instruction 
is copied to a special-purpose register in the CPU called the  instruction 
register . Th e electronic circuitry in the CPU is designed to analyze the 
instruction in the instruction register and to execute it.         

 A few locations in main memory are reserved for input connections and 
output connections. Th is technique is called  memory-mapped   input/output , 
or  memory-mapped I/O . A common example of an input device mapped 
to main memory is the keyboard. When you press a key on the keyboard, 
the circuitry inside the keyboard detects which key was pressed and sends 
information representing the character to the input connection in main 
memory. Th en the keyboard sends a signal to the CPU informing it that a 
key was pressed. In response to the notifi cation signal, the CPU fetches the 
character from the input connection so it can be processed.   FIGURE 1.12    
shows the information fl ow to receive a character from the keyboard. In the 
same way that information fl ows when fetching data or an instruction from 
memory, the input information fl ows along the system bus to the CPU. Th e 
only diff erence is that the information comes from the input connection of 
the keyboard that is wired into the storage cell in main memory. 

Memory-mapped I/O

CPU

Mem

In
Out

Disk

FIGURE 1.11 
Information fl ow to 
fetch an instruction 
to be executed.

CPU

Mem

In
Out

Disk

FIGURE 1.12 
Information fl ow to 
receive a character 
from the keyboard.
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     Figure       1   .   12     might give the impression that the computer system has one 
large main memory device and that the keyboard is physically connected 
to one of the storage cells of that single device. Such a confi guration is a 
convenient model for the programmer at Level ISA3. To get data from an 
input device, the ISA3 programmer writes an instruction to fetch the data 
from the input connection using the same coding techniques he would use 
to get the data value from a variable. Th e hardware designer at Level LG1, 
however, uses several separate devices to construct the main memory of the 
system. Th e designer does not connect the keyboard physically to a storage 
cell in a single central memory device. Instead, she connects the keyboard 
to the system bus to make it appear to the ISA3 programmer that there is a 
single memory device. Th is abstraction hides the connection details at Level 
LG1 from the programmer at Level ISA3. 

 Th e mouse, the trackpad, and the touch screen are three other common 
input devices. Inside a mouse is a small light-emitting diode that shines 
a beam of light down onto the surface of the desk. Th e light refl ects back 
onto a sensor that samples the light 1500 times per second. A digital signal 
processor inside the mouse acts like a tiny computer programmed for only 
one task: to detect patterns in the images of the desktop and determine how 
far they have moved since the previous sample. Th e processor inside the 
mouse computes the direction and velocity of the mouse from the patterns 
and sends the data through the input connection to the computer, which in 
turn draws the cursor image on the screen.         

 Th e most visible output device is the screen of the computer system. Other 
devices include speakers for audio output and printers for hard copy output. 
In a small system like a handheld calculator, main memory contains one 
output connection for each number or letter that is visible on the calculator 
display. Aft er the calculator computes the number to display, it sends each 
character of the number to the corresponding output connection. For 
example, if the number to display is 263, the computer sends the character 2 to 
the fi rst output connection, the character 6 to the second output connection, 
and the character 3 to the third output connection.   FIGURE 1.13    shows the 
information fl ow over the system bus for one of the characters in the number. 

 Tablets and personal computers have pixel displays. A  pixel  is a picture 
element, which is a single dot on the display. Th e system forms an image 
on the display by setting the brightness and color of each individual pixel. 
Printers also form images by coloring each pixel on the paper with the proper 
mixture of ink. It is theoretically possible to have an output connection in 
main memory for each pixel in the output device. However, a typical screen 
can have around 10 million pixels. If the CPU had the task of keeping each 
pixel updated with the proper value, it would not have enough time to 
perform any other computations. 

Pixels

FIGURE 1.13 
Information fl ow to 
send data to the 
output connection.

CPU
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Disk
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 Solid-state disks (SSDs) perform the same function as hard disk drives 
but are all electronic, with no moving parts. Th ey do not have the high 
storage capacity of hard disk drives, but they are about a hundred times 
faster because they have no moving parts. Th e lack of moving parts makes 
them more reliable as well. Still, even an SSD is thousands of times slower 
than main memory.         

   FIGURE 1.14    shows the information fl ow between disk and main 
memory over the system bus. It diff ers from the previous information fl ows 
because the CPU is not an intermediary in the transaction. Information 
transfer between disk and main memory without going through the CPU 
registers is called  direct memory access , or DMA. Th e disk has its own 
special-purpose processor, called a DMA controller, whose only function 
is to transfer information over the system bus between the disk and main 
memory. Th e CPU initiates the transfer request by sending a signal to the 
DMA controller. Th en, while the CPU processes the information in its 
registers, the DMA controller simultaneously transfers the information over 
the bus. Th e disk controller signals the CPU when the transfer is complete. 

 Suppose you have a document you need to edit in a word processor. Th e 
word processor app is stored on disk. When you start up the app, the system 
sends a copy of the app from the disk to memory with a DMA transfer, as in 
    Figure       1   .   14    . Th en, when you open your document, the system does the same 
kind of transfer, bringing your document into main memory. Figures 1.12 
and 1.13 show the information fl ow when you type a key on the keyboard 
and view the results on the screen. When you save your document, the 
system does a DMA transfer similar to the one of     Figure       1   .   14     but in the 
other direction, transferring your document from main memory to disk. 

 1.3 Software 
 An  algorithm  is a set of instructions that, when carried out in the proper 
sequence, solves a problem in a fi nite amount of time. Algorithms do not 
require computers.   FIGURE 1.15    is an algorithm in English that solves the 
problem of making six servings of stirred custard.     

 Th is recipe illustrates two important properties of algorithms—the 
fi nite number of instructions and execution in a fi nite amount of time. Th e 
algorithm has seven instructions—combine, stir, cook, remove, cool, add, 
and chill. Seven is a fi nite number. An algorithm cannot have an infi nite 
number of instructions. 

 Even though the number of instructions in the custard algorithm is 
fi nite, there is a potential problem with its execution. Th e recipe instructs 
us to cook until the custard coats the metal spoon. What if it never coats the 

Direct memory access
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Direct memory access 
between a disk and 
main memory.
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Software
• Algorithm

‣ A set of instructions that, when carried 
out in the proper sequence, solves a 
problem in a finite amount of time

• Program

‣ An algorithm written for execution on a 
computer
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FIGURE 1.15 
An algorithm for making stirred custard.

Ingredients
3 slightly beaten eggs
¼ cup sugar
2 cups milk, scalded
½ teaspoon vanilla

Algorithm
Combine eggs, sugar, and ¼ teaspoon salt.
Slowly stir in slightly cooled milk.
Cook in double boiler over hot, not boiling, water, 
stirring constantly.
As soon as custard coats metal spoon, remove from heat.
Cool at once—place pan in cold water and stir a minute 
or two.
Add vanilla.
Chill.

spoon? Th en, if we strictly followed the instructions, we would be cooking 
forever! A valid algorithm must never execute endlessly. It must provide a 
solution in a fi nite amount of time. Assuming that the custard will always 
coat the spoon, this recipe is indeed an algorithm. 

 A  program  is an algorithm written for execution on a computer. 
Programs cannot be written in English. Th ey must be written in a language 
for one of the seven levels of a computer system. 

 General-purpose computers can solve many diff erent kinds of problems, 
from computing the company payroll to correcting a spelling mistake in 
a memorandum. Th e hardware gets its versatility from its ability to be 
programmed to do the diff erent jobs. Programs that control the computer 
are called  soft ware . 

 Soft ware is classifi ed into two broad groups: 

 ❯  Systems soft ware 
 ❯  Applications soft ware 

Systems soft ware  makes the computer accessible to the applications 
designers.  Applications soft ware , in turn, makes the computer system accessible 
to the end user at Level App7. Generally speaking, a systems soft ware engineer 
designs programs at Level HOL6 and below. Th ese programs take care of the 

 Th e fi nite requirement 
for an algorithm 

 Defi nition of a program 

Soft ware

 Systems soft ware versus 
applications soft ware 
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Functions of an 
operating system

• File management

• Memory management

• Processor management
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Types of information 
contained in files

• Documents

• Programs

• Data
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directory of them. Th e directory is a list of all the fi les on the disk. Each 
entry in the directory has the fi le’s name, its size, its physical location on the 
disk, and any other information the operating system needs to manage the 
fi les. Th e directory itself is also stored on the disk.         

   FIGURE 1.16    shows a typical fi le system, which is hierarchical from 
the user’s perspective. Th e box at the top is the root directory, labeled / 
in Unix systems. Below it are directories for storing applications, a library 
of soft ware used by the applications, and each user’s login account for the 
computer. Each user has a separate directory for fi les of documents, music, 
and photos. 

 Th e operating system provides the user with a way to manipulate the 
fi les on the disk. Common operating system commands include changing 
the name of a fi le or directory, deleting a fi le from the disk, and executing 
an application program. Experienced programmers can execute such 
commands on the command line with a terminal app. Most users initiate 
the commands with a point and click of the mouse. Your operating system 
is a program written for your computer by a team of systems programmers. 
When you issue the command to delete a fi le from the disk, a systems 
program executes that command. You, the user, are using a program that 
someone else, the systems programmer, wrote. 

  Software Analysis and Design  
 Soft ware, whether systems or applications, has much in common with 
literature. Human authors write both. Other people read both, although 
computers can also read and execute programs. Both novelists and 
programmers are creative in that the solutions they propose are not unique. 
When a novelist has something to communicate, there is always more than 
one way to express it. Th e diff erence between a good novel and a bad one lies 

/

Applications Library Users

Word
processor SamMary

Web
browser

Documents Music Photos Documents Music Photos

FIGURE 1.16 
A typical hierarchical fi le system.
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not only in the idea communicated, but also in the way the idea is expressed. 
Likewise, when a programmer has a problem to solve, there is always more 
than one way to program the solution. Th e diff erence between a good 
program and a bad one lies not only in the correctness of the solution to 
the problem, but also in other characteristics of the program, such as clarity, 
execution speed, and memory requirement. 

 As a student of literature, you participate in two distinct activities—
reading and writing. Reading is analysis; you read what someone else has 
written and analyze its contents. Writing is design or synthesis; you have 
an idea to express, and your problem is how to communicate that idea 
eff ectively. Most people fi nd writing more diffi  cult than reading, because it 
requires more creativity. Th at is why there are more readers in the general 
population than authors. 

 Similarly, as a student of soft ware, you will analyze and design programs. 
Remember that the three activities of a program are input, processing, and 
output. In analysis, you are given the input and the processing instructions. 
Your problem is to determine the output. In design, you are given the input 
and the desired output. Your problem is to write the processing instructions, 
that is, to design the soft ware.   FIGURE 1.17    shows the diff erence between 
analysis and design.         

   As in reading and writing English literature, designing good soft ware is 
more diffi  cult than analyzing it. A familiar complaint of computer science 
students is “I understand the concepts, but I can’t write the programs.” Th is is 
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Quantifying space

• Bit – binary digit, 0 or 1

• Byte – 8 bits

• Character – 8 bits

‣ Example: ‘q’ – 0111 0001

‣ Example: ‘r’ – 0111 0010
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Abbreviations

• Bit – b

• Byte – B
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Figure 1.18

 When faced with a soft ware design problem, test your understanding 
of the problem by writing down some sample input and the corresponding 
output. You cannot solve a problem by computer if you do not know how 
to solve it by hand. To outline a solution, you must break down the problem 
into several subproblems. Because the subproblems are smaller than the 
original problem, they are easier to solve. 

1.4 Digital Information 
 We live in a space–time universe. Every event in the universe occurs at a 
particular point in space and at a particular point in time. All computations 
in the universe, therefore, also occupy space and time. Th e space in a 
computer system consists of the electronic devices on the chip circuitry and 
the wires connecting them. Th e elapsed time of a computation consists of 
the time for the CPU to execute the instructions of the program plus the 
time to move the information between the components of the system. 

  Quantifying Space  
 Because computers are electronic, they store and process information in the 
form of electrical signals. Th e signals are voltage levels inside the electronic 
circuits. Each signal is either at a high voltage level, represented by the digit 1, 
or a low level, represented by the digit 0. Because there are only two possible 
values for the signal, it is called a  binary digit  or  bit . A bit is the smallest unit 
of digital information. Each bit in a computer system occupies space in the 
circuit comprised of the electronic components that maintain its value. 

 Most data values represent either numbers or text. To process such data, 
a computer system represents numbers and text as a sequence of bits. Th e 
number of bits in a sequence is to a certain extent arbitrary. For integers, a 
long sequence of bits can store a wider range of numeric values than a small 
sequence can. For text, a long sequence of bits can store a wider range of 
characters. Diff erent parts of a computer system have bit sequences with 
diff erent lengths. For example, the registers in the CPU are usually sequences 
of 32 or 64 bits. Th e memory cells in main memory are always a sequence 
of 8 bits.          

 Because each bit can have two values, either 0 or 1, the number of values 
that can be stored in a sequence of n bits is fi xed as follows: 

 ❯  The number of values stored by a sequence of  n  bits is 2 n . 

 For example,   FIGURE 1.18    shows all the possible values that can be 
stored by a sequence of three bits. Because 2 3  = 8, there are eight possible 

Defi nition of bit

Information capacity of an 
n-bit cell

   Decimal      Binary   

   0      000   

   1      001   

   2      010   

   3      011   

   4      100   

   5      101   

   6      110   

   7      111   

FIGURE 1.18 
The eight values 
possible with three 
bits.

   Decimal      Binary   
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values that a sequence of three bits can store. If the three bits represent an 
integer, the eight integer values are 0, 1, 2, . . . , 7, as written in decimal. 

 How many bits does it take to store a single character in the English 
language? Th ere are 26 letters in the alphabet. To include both uppercase 
letters and lowercase letters would require 2 × 26, which is 52 values. To 
include the 10 digit characters 0 through 9 brings the number of values up to 
62. To include all the punctuation marks, like ? and !, add another dozen or 
so, which brings the total up to about 74. Now, six bits is not enough because 
2 6  is 64 and we need to store at least 74 values. Seven bits works because 2 7  
is 128, which exceeds our requirement of storing 74 values. Th e American 
Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) specifi es all possible 
128 binary values and the English character that each bit pattern represents. 
It is common for storing textual information in computer systems. For 
example, a computer stores the lowercase letter q as the sequence of seven 
bits, 1110001, and the lowercase letter r as the sequence of seven bits, 
1110010. See the back cover of this book for a table of ASCII characters. 

 A sequence of eight bits is called a  byte , pronounced “bite.” On all computer 
systems, each memory cell in main memory is one byte. To make a single seven-
bit character fi t into an eight-bit memory cell, the system prefi xes an extra zero 
at the beginning of the seven-bit code for the character. So, q is stored as 0111 
0001, and r is stored as 0111 0010. Th e rule of thumb to remember is: 

 ❯  It takes one byte, which is eight bits, to store one ASCII character.     

     FIGURE 1.19  shows the common metric prefi xes for representing small 
quantities. An example of using a prefi x for a small quantity would be to 
quote the seek time for a hard drive as 12 ms. Th e fi gure shows that the prefi x 
letter m is an abbreviation for milli-, so the seek time is 12 milliseconds, or 
12 × 10 –3  seconds, or 0.012 seconds. Similarly, if the access time of a memory 
device is 430 ns, that time is 430 × 10 –9  seconds, or 0.00000043 seconds.  

Defi nition of byte

Storage requirement for an 
ASCII character

FIGURE 1.19 
Prefi xes for small numbers in scientifi c notation.

Multiple Prefi x Prefi x Letter

10 −3 milli- m

10 −6 micro- μ

10 −9 nano- n

10 −12 pico- p

10 milli- m
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  Th e decimal prefi xes in FIGURE 1.20(a)  for the large values are common 
in science. For example, 45 MW is 45 megawatts, or 45 × 10 6  watts. Th ese 
prefi xes are also common for specifying hard disk drive capacities. However, 
they are not so common for specifying other memory capacities because 
the access methods for those devices are binary. Consequently, counting is 
frequently performed in base 2 instead of base 10. To distinguish between 
the two counting bases, the binary prefi xes are modifi ed by including the 
lowercase letter i aft er the corresponding decimal prefi x letter. Th e binary 
prefi xes in the fi gure show that a binary kilo- is designated as a kibi- and is 
2 10 , or 1024, and a binary mega- is 2 20 , or 1024 2 .     Figure 1.20(b) shows the 
exact counting values for the decimal and corresponding binary multiples. 
For the fi rst multiple, the diff erence between 1000 and 1024 is less than 3%, 
so you can think of a binary kilo-, or a kibi-, as being about 1000, even 
though it is a little more. Th e approximation for a mega- is a little worse but 

FIGURE 1.20
Prefi xes for large numbers in scientifi c notation.

Decimal 
Multiples

Decimal 
Prefi x

Decimal 
Prefi x 
Letter

Binary 
Multiples

Binary 
Prefi x

Binary 
Prefi x 
Letters

103 = 1000 kilo- K 210 = 1024 kibi- Ki

106 = 10002 mega- M 220 = 10242 mebi- Mi

109 = 10003 giga- G 230 = 10243 gibi- Gi

1012 = 10004 tera- T 240 = 10244 tebi- Ti

1015 = 10005 peta- P 250 = 10245 pebi- Pi

Multiples Prefi x Letter Multiples Prefi x Letters

Decimal 
Multiples

Binary 
Multiples

Percent 
Difference

103 = 1000 210 = 1024 2.4%

106 = 1,000,000 220 = 1,048,576 4.9%

109 = 1,000,000,000 230 = 1,073,741,824 7.4%

1012 = 1,000,000,000,000 240 = 1,099,511,627,776 10.0%

1015 = 1,000,000,000,000,000 250 = 1,125,899,906,842,624 12.6%

(b) The diff erences between the decimal and binary values.

(a) The decimal and binary prefi xes.
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The system 
performance equation

1

time
program

=
instructions

program
× cycles

instruction
× time

cycle

T =
1
f

time/program
= ⟨System performance equation⟩

(instructions/program)× (cycles/instruction)× (time/cycle)
= ⟨Substitute values with T = 1/ f for the third term⟩

(16×106)× (3.7)× (1/(2.5×109))

= ⟨Math⟩
23.7 ms

information =
information

time
× time

time
= ⟨Solve bandwidth equation for time⟩

information/(information/time)
= ⟨Substitute values with 8 bits per byte for information⟩

8×500×106/3×109

= ⟨Math⟩
1.33 s

bandwidth
= ⟨Definition of bandwidth⟩

information/time
= ⟨Substitute values⟩

(8(b/char)×36 char)/(1(min)×60(s/min))
= ⟨Math⟩

4.8 b/s
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 where  T , the period, is the number of seconds per cycle and  f , the 
frequency rating of the CPU, is the number of cycles per second. As in all 
scientifi c calculations, the units in the three terms cancel to give the units 
of the product. Instructions in the numerator of the fi rst term cancels 
with instruction in the denominator of the second term, and cycles in the 
numerator of the fi rst term cancels with cycle in the denominator of the 
third term, to yield time per program for the result. 

 Th e number of cycles per ISA3 instruction varies greatly. Some 
ISA3 instructions are composed of only a single Mc2 cycle. Examples are 
instructions to add or subtract two integers and instructions to move a 
value from one register in the CPU to another. Some are composed of a 
few cycles. For example, to multiply two integers can take about four or 
fi ve cycles. A complex computation like taking the cosine of a double value 
can take about 100 cycles. Th e average number of cycles per instruction in 
a given program task depends on the mix of ISA3 instructions that execute 
to perform the task. 

  Example 1.1  Suppose your CPU is rated at 2.5 GHz and you execute a 
program task on your app that requires the execution of 16 million ISA3 
instructions. If each ISA3 instruction executes an average of 3.7 Mc2 
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 Th is example shows how to calculate the time it takes to execute a 
program task. Th e other aspect of time in a computer system is the time to 
move information from one component of the system to another. In general, 
the connection between the source and the destination over which information 
fl ows is called a  channel . A channel could be the wires comprising the system bus 
in a computer system, or it could be the space between a cell phone tower and a 
cell phone. Th e  bandwidth  of the channel is the quantity of information that it 
can carry per unit of time. Channels with a high bandwidth can transfer more 
information per second than channels with a low bandwidth. It is common to 
quote channel bandwidths in units of bits per second, although occasionally 
it is quoted in bytes per second. Because a byte is eight bits, a channel with a 
bandwidth of 8.2 MB/s, for example, is equivalent to 8 × 8.2 or 65.6 Mb/s. 
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in a computer system, or it could be the space between a cell phone tower and a 
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move information from one component of the system to another. In general, 
the connection between the source and the destination over which information 
fl ows is called a  channel . A channel could be the wires comprising the system bus 
in a computer system, or it could be the space between a cell phone tower and a 
cell phone. Th e  bandwidth  of the channel is the quantity of information that it 
can carry per unit of time. Channels with a high bandwidth can transfer more 
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frequency rating of the CPU, is the number of cycles per second. As in all 
scientifi c calculations, the units in the three terms cancel to give the units 
of the product. Instructions in the numerator of the fi rst term cancels 
with instruction in the denominator of the second term, and cycles in the 
numerator of the fi rst term cancels with cycle in the denominator of the 
third term, to yield time per program for the result. 

 Th e number of cycles per ISA3 instruction varies greatly. Some 
ISA3 instructions are composed of only a single Mc2 cycle. Examples are 
instructions to add or subtract two integers and instructions to move a 
value from one register in the CPU to another. Some are composed of a 
few cycles. For example, to multiply two integers can take about four or 
fi ve cycles. A complex computation like taking the cosine of a double value 
can take about 100 cycles. Th e average number of cycles per instruction in 
a given program task depends on the mix of ISA3 instructions that execute 
to perform the task. 

  Example 1.1  Suppose your CPU is rated at 2.5 GHz and you execute a 
program task on your app that requires the execution of 16 million ISA3 
instructions. If each ISA3 instruction executes an average of 3.7 Mc2 
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program task. Th e other aspect of time in a computer system is the time to 
move information from one component of the system to another. In general, 
the connection between the source and the destination over which information 
fl ows is called a  channel . A channel could be the wires comprising the system bus 
in a computer system, or it could be the space between a cell phone tower and a 
cell phone. Th e  bandwidth  of the channel is the quantity of information that it 
can carry per unit of time. Channels with a high bandwidth can transfer more 
information per second than channels with a low bandwidth. It is common to 
quote channel bandwidths in units of bits per second, although occasionally 
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of the product. Instructions in the numerator of the fi rst term cancels 
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value from one register in the CPU to another. Some are composed of a 
few cycles. For example, to multiply two integers can take about four or 
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to perform the task. 
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program task. Th e other aspect of time in a computer system is the time to 
move information from one component of the system to another. In general, 
the connection between the source and the destination over which information 
fl ows is called a  channel . A channel could be the wires comprising the system bus 
in a computer system, or it could be the space between a cell phone tower and a 
cell phone. Th e  bandwidth  of the channel is the quantity of information that it 
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The bandwidth equation

1

time
program

=
instructions

program
× cycles

instruction
× time

cycle

T =
1
f

time/program
= ⟨System performance equation⟩

(instructions/program)× (cycles/instruction)× (time/cycle)
= ⟨Substitute values with T = 1/ f for the third term⟩

(16×106)× (3.7)× (1/(2.5×109))

= ⟨Math⟩
23.7 ms

information =
information

time
× time

time
= ⟨Solve bandwidth equation for time⟩

information/(information/time)
= ⟨Substitute values with 8 bits per byte for information⟩

8×500×106/3×109

= ⟨Math⟩
1.33 s

bandwidth
= ⟨Definition of bandwidth⟩

information/time
= ⟨Substitute values⟩

(8(b/char)×36 char)/(1(min)×60(s/min))
= ⟨Math⟩

4.8 b/s
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Bandwidth



 Th e following bandwidth equation computes the total information 
transferred as the product of two terms: 

 information = 
information

time  × time 

 Th e fi rst term in the product is the bandwidth of the channel, and the 
second term is the transmission time. 

  Example 1.2  Th e bandwidth of a DMA channel between the hard drive 
and main memory in a computer system is quoted as 3 Gb/s. How long 
would it take to do a DMA transfer from the hard drive to main memory of 
the 400-MB thumbnail database from the photo library in your computer? 

 time
= 〈Solve bandwidth equation for time〉

information/(information/time)
= 〈Substitute values with 8 bits per byte for information〉

8 × 500 × 106/3 × 109

= 〈Math〉
1.33 s ❚

  Example 1.3  A typist is entering some text on a computer keyboard at the 
rate of 35 words per minute. How large must the bandwidth of the channel be 
to accommodate the information fl ow between the typist and the computer 
system? Assume that each word is followed by one space character, on average. 

 Including one space character aft er each word, the typist enters 36 
characters per minute. 

 bandwidth
= 〈Defi nition of bandwidth〉

information/time
= 〈Substitute values〉

(8(b/char) × 36 char)/(1(min) × 60(s/min))
= 〈Math〉

4.8 b/s ❚

  Quick Response Codes  
 Th e quick response code, or  QR code , was invented in Japan to track items 
in the automotive industry. It is so versatile that it is now used for storing 
all kinds of textual information that can be conveniently scanned on 
mobile devices with built-in cameras. FIGURE 1.21      shows two QR codes. 
Figure 1.21(a) shows the code for a web URL, and Figure 1.21(b) shows the 
code for the text of the fi rst paragraph of this chapter. 

Th e bandwidth equation
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Copyright © 2017  by Jones & Bartlett Learning, LLC an Ascend Learning Company   A QR code is a square matrix of light and dark boxes of any color, each 
of which stores one bit of information. Th e QR terminology for a single 
box is a  module . Th e following discussion refers to a module as a bit that 
stores 1 if it is black and 0 if it is white. Th ere are 40 versions of QR codes, 
ranging in size from 21 × 21 bits for Version 1, 25 × 25 bits for Version 2, up 
to 177 × 177 bits for Version 40. Each version adds four bits per dimension 
to the previous version. Figure 1.21(a) is Version 3 with 29 × 29 bits, and 
Figure 1.21(b) is Version 11 with 81 × 81 bits. Th e larger the version, the 
more information can be stored. Th e code in part (b) stores all 564 characters 
of the fi rst paragraph of this chapter. 

 Seven parts of the grid are reserved for alignment and format purposes 
as follows: 

 ❯  Finder patterns 
 ❯  Separators 
 ❯  Th e dark module 
 ❯  Th e format information area 
 ❯  Timing patterns 
 ❯  Alignment patterns (for Version 2 and higher only) 
 ❯  Th e version information area (for Version 7 and higher only) 

FIGURE 1.22(a )  shows the fi rst six of these regions for the Version 3 QR 
code of     Figure       1   .   21    (a). Th is version has no reserved version information area. 

Th e fi nder patterns located on three corners of the code are 7- × 7-square 
blocks that help the scanner determine the orientation of the code. Each 

Th e QR code  alignment and 
format regions

Th e fi nder patterns

FIGURE 1.21
Two QR codes.

(a) The QR code for a web URL. (b)  The QR code for the text of the 
fi rst paragraph of this chapter.
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• Finder patterns

• Separators

• The dark module

• The format information area

• Timing patterns

• Alignment patterns (for Version 2 and higher)

• The version information area (for Version 7 
and higher)

QR code format regions
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consists of a black border seven bits wide surrounding a white border fi ve bits 
wide, which in turn surrounds a 3 × 3 black matrix. Th e total number of bits 
occupied by the fi nder patterns is 7 × 7 × 3, or 147 bits. Th e separators are the 
white borders around the inside boundaries of the fi nder patterns and occupy 
15 bits each, for a total of 45 bits for the three. Th e dark module is a single black 
bit at the upper-right corner of the separator for the lower-left  fi nder pattern. 
Th e format information area along the sides of the separators is shaded in the 
fi gure and totals 30 bits. Th ese fi rst four reserved regions always occupy the 
same area on the code and total 147 + 45 + 1 + 30, which is 223 bits. 

 Th e timing patterns help the scanner identify the individual rows and 
columns in the grid. Each is a single track of alternating ones and zeros. 
Th e number of bits occupied by a timing pattern depends on the version of 
the code. Th e higher the version, the more bits in the timing pattern. For 
Version 3 with a 29- × 29-bit grid, the length is 29 minus the 8 bits on each 
end occupied by the fi nder pattern and separator. Th at is 13 bits for each 
timing pattern and 26 bits total for the two patterns. 

 Each alignment pattern is a 5- × 5-square block and hence occupies 
25 bits. However, the number of alignment patterns varies with the version, 
and the placement is such that an alignment pattern can intersect with a 
timing pattern. Version 3 in Figure 1.22(a) has one alignment pattern, 
which does not intersect a timing pattern. You should be able to spot the 13 
alignment patterns in the QR code of Figure 1.21(b). Two of them intersect 
the top timing pattern, and two of them intersect the left  timing pattern. To 

Th e separators

Th e dark module

Th e format information 
area

Th e timing patterns

Th e alignment patterns

FIGURE 1.22
The reserved regions in a QR code.

Dark module

Timing
pattern

Alignment
pattern

Separator

Finder
pattern

Format
information
area

(a)  The regions in the Version 3 QR code of 
Figure 1.21(a).

Version
information

area

(b) The regions in a Version 7 code.
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• The mode indicator

• The character count indicator

• The redundant bits for error correction

• The data bits

QR code information bits
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English characters, the 10 decimal digits, and a few punctuation characters. 
Th e byte mode stores sequences of ASCII characters. Th ere are two other 
modes, one of which stores Kanji characters for Asian languages. 

 Th e character count indicator contains anywhere from 8 to 16 bits, 
depending on the version and the mode. For example, in Version 10 using 
the numeric mode, the character count string is 12 bits long, but in Version 
27 it is 14 bits long. Regardless of how many bits are in the character count 
indicator, it represents the number of characters stored in the code. Th e 
Version 3 QR code of     Figure       1   .   21    (a) uses the byte mode to store 43 ASCII 
characters of a URL address. Its character count indicator contains the 8 bits 
0010 1011, because that is how to represent the integer 43 in binary. 

 Whenever information is stored or transmitted, it is subject to errors. 
For example, a wireless signal might be distorted as you move your mobile 
device around the room. Or, on a QR code there might be a smudge of 
dirt that obscures the pattern of the code. Th e scanner might read the 
dirty smudge over a white bit as a 1 when the bit should be a 0. A common 
technique to handle such errors is to add extra bits to the data that allow the 
receiver to detect if an error has occurred and, if so, to correct it. Section 9.4 
shows how error detection and correction codes work. Th e QR code uses 
the same error correction technique that is used to read Blu-ray discs when 
scratches on the surface of the disc can cause errors.     

   FIGURE 1.23    shows the four possible correction levels in a QR code. Th e 
lowest correction level, L, can recover all the text in a QR code even if 7% 
of the code is damaged. Th e next higher correction level, M, can recover all 
the text even if 15% of the code is damaged. Th e higest level, H, can correct 
30%. Th e higher the correction level, the more redundant bits are required, 
and so the fewer data bits can be stored in a given QR version. Levels L and 
M are most common in practice. Th e bits for the mode and character count 
indicators and the redundant bits for error correction represent overhead 
for the encoded message and must be subtracted from the information bits 

Th e character count 
indicator

Th e redundant bits of error 
correction

FIGURE 1.23 
The four possible correction levels in a QR code.

Correction at Level Will Correct the Data With

L 7% damaged.

M 15% damaged.

Q 25% damaged.

H 30% damaged.

L 7% damaged.
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to determine how many data bits are available to store the message of the 
QR code. For the byte mode that stores a message of ASCII characters, the 
overhead is about 20% for Level L and 40% for Level M. 

Example 1.5  How many ASCII characters can be stored in a 29 × 29 Version 
3 QR code with one alignment pattern that does not intersect a timing 
pattern using Level L error correction with 25% overhead? 

 First, compute the number of information bits: 

 number of bits available for information
= 〈Subtract reserved areas from total〉

29 ×  29 −  fi xed −  timing −  align
= 〈Substitute values〉

29 ×  29 −  223 −  2(29 −  2 ×  8) −  25
= 〈Math〉

567 b 

 If the mode and character count indicators and the redundant bits for 
error correction have a 25% overhead, then 100% −  25%, or 75% of the 
information bits are available for the data bits. 

 maximum number of characters
= 〈Account for overhead〉

(fraction for data) ×  (number of characters)
= 〈Substitute values〉

(1.00 −  0.25) ×  (567 b/8(b/char))
= 〈Math〉

53.16
= 〈Round down〉

53 characters 

 Th e URL in the QR code of     Figure       1   .   21    (a) is a Version 3 code with 
Level  L error correction. It has 49 characters, which is just under the 
maximum limit of 53. ❚ 

  Images  
 Images in a computer system include images on computer screens, scanned 
images of paper documents, and photographic images captured by cameras. 
Depending on the device, the image may be black and white, grayscale, or color. 
Regardless of the device, all images in a computer system are stored in binary.     

FIGURE 1.24    shows four renderings of the letter P on four diff erent 
display devices. In part (a), the image of the letter occupies a 5- × 8-pixel 
region of the display, and in (b) it occupies an 11- × 16-pixel region. You can 

FIGURE 1.24
The letter P rendered 
in black and white and 
grayscale.

(b) Black and white, 11 ×  16.

(c) Grayscale, 6 ×  9.

(d) Grayscale, 11 ×  17.

(a) Black and white, 5 ×  8.
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Example 1.5  How many ASCII characters can be stored in a 29 × 29 Version 
3 QR code with one alignment pattern that does not intersect a timing 
pattern using Level L error correction with 25% overhead? 

 First, compute the number of information bits: 

 number of bits available for information
= 〈Subtract reserved areas from total〉

29 ×  29 −  fi xed −  timing −  align
= 〈Substitute values〉

29 ×  29 −  223 −  2(29 −  2 ×  8) −  25
= 〈Math〉

567 b 

 If the mode and character count indicators and the redundant bits for 
error correction have a 25% overhead, then 100% −  25%, or 75% of the 
information bits are available for the data bits. 

 maximum number of characters
= 〈Account for overhead〉

(fraction for data) ×  (number of characters)
= 〈Substitute values〉

(1.00 −  0.25) ×  (567 b/8(b/char))
= 〈Math〉

53.16
= 〈Round down〉

53 characters 

 Th e URL in the QR code of     Figure       1   .   21    (a) is a Version 3 code with 
Level  L error correction. It has 49 characters, which is just under the 
maximum limit of 53. ❚ 

  Images  
 Images in a computer system include images on computer screens, scanned 
images of paper documents, and photographic images captured by cameras. 
Depending on the device, the image may be black and white, grayscale, or color. 
Regardless of the device, all images in a computer system are stored in binary.     

FIGURE 1.24    shows four renderings of the letter P on four diff erent 
display devices. In part (a), the image of the letter occupies a 5- × 8-pixel 
region of the display, and in (b) it occupies an 11- × 16-pixel region. You can 

FIGURE 1.24
The letter P rendered 
in black and white and 
grayscale.

(b) Black and white, 11 ×  16.

(c) Grayscale, 6 ×  9.

(d) Grayscale, 11 ×  17.

(a) Black and white, 5 ×  8.
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each pixel able to display 16 shades of gray. What is the KiB size of the 
display memory for the device? 

 First, determine the bit depth of the display. Because each pixel can 
display 16 shades of gray, and 2 4  = 16, the bit depth is 4. Th en compute the 
size of the display memory as follows: 

 size of display memory
= 〈Product〉

(number of pixels) ×  (bit depth)
= 〈Substitute values〉

(1072 ×  1448 pixels) ×  4(b/pixel)
= 〈Math〉

6,209,024 b
= 〈Convert to KiB〉

(6,209,024 b) ×  (1 B/8 b) ×  (1 KiB/1024 B)
= 〈Math〉

758 KiB ❚ 

 In a color display, each pixel on the screen emits a color. Th e human 
eye captures the light rays from the fi eld of pixels and focuses them on the 
retina. Th e retina contains two kinds of photoreceptor cells that are sensitive 
to light. It has about 6 million cone cells, which are sensitive to color, and 
120 million rod cells, which are not sensitive to color and enable vision in 
low light conditions. Th e cells convert the light energy into electrical signals 
that are sent through the optic nerves to the brain. Th e brain combines all the 
signals from the photoreceptor cells to form an image in the mind. Strictly 

FIGURE 1.25
Binary storage for black-and-white images and for grayscale images.
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speaking, light rays do not have color. Color exists only in the human mind. 
When you view a photographic scene on a color display, the pixels emit 
points of light that are detected by the photoreceptor cells and processed by 
the brain so that the resulting image in the mind approximates the image 
that would be constructed by the brain were you to view the scene in nature. 

 Sunlight, which appears to be white in the human mind, is a mixture of 
a spectrum of colors. When the sun comes out on a rainy day, each droplet 
of water in the air is a tiny prism that separates the mixture of colors into 
the visible spectrum to make a rainbow. Each color in the spectrum is a 
pure color whose light rays have a single wavelength.   FIGURE 1.26    shows 
the wavelengths of light in the visible spectrum, which ranges from about 
400 nm (nanometers) at the violet end of the spectrum to 700 nm at the red 
end. Colors outside the spectrum are mixtures of pure colors. For example, 
if a light ray is a mixture of the pure colors red and blue, the brain will 
interpret the signals from the cones to produce the color purple in the mind.     

 Th e retina has three types of cone cells that are sensitive to short, 
medium, and long wavelengths of light in the visible spectrum.   FIGURE 1.27

shows that each type of cone cell is sensitive to a range of wavelenths. Th e fi rst 
type, known as an S-cone (for short wavelength), is sensitive to wavelengths 
of light between about 400 nm and 540 nm. It has peak sensitivity at about 
430 nm, which corresponds to a blue-violet color. Th e peak sensitivity of the 
second, M-cone (for medium wavelength), is about 540 nm, corresponding 
roughly to green. Th e third, L-cone (for long wavelength), has the widest 
range of sensitivity and is more sensitive to red than the other cone types. 

 Figure     1   .   27   shows that if a source of light sends a pure 580-nm light 
ray to the human eye,         both M-cones and L-cones will detect the ray and 
send their signals to the brain. Th e brain combines the signals from both 
types of cells to produce the color yellow in the mind. It is possible for two 
diff erent light rays to produce the same color in the mind. For example, a 
light ray containing a mixture of pure red and pure green can also activate 
both M-cones and L-cones in such a way that their combined signals are 
identical to the signals sent by a pure 580-nm light ray. In that case, the mind 
will again perceive the color yellow.     

   Like grayscale displays, color displays are composed as a grid of 
pixels, with the diff erence that each pixel contains three subpixels: one that 
emits red light, one that emits green light, and one that emits blue light. 

FIGURE 1.28(a)  shows the structure of a single-color pixel where R is the red 
subpixel, G is the green subpixel, and B is the blue subpixel. Th is layout of the 
subpixels, known as  RGB stripe , is the most common, although some devices 
have a diff erent arrangement of subpixels. A display is a two-dimensional 
grid of square pixels. Figure 1.28(b) is a 16 × 8 portion of a color display that 
shows the individual subpixels in each pixel. From a distance, the eye cannot 

Color Wavelength

Violet 400–450 nm

Blue 450–495 nm

Green 495–570 nm

Yellow 570–590 nm

Orange 590–620 nm

Red 620–700 nm

FIGURE 1.26 
The colors of the 
visible spectrum.
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FIGURE 1.27 
Cone cell sensitivity 
as a function of 
wavelength.
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distinguish between individual subpixels. Th e cone cells receive the light 
from a pixel as if it were a single source of light, with its color determined by 
the mixture of its red, green, and blue components. 

 When we look at our environment in nature, our eyes do not receive 
mixtures of only red, green, and blue. Th ey receive mixtures of all the 
wavelengths from the visible spectrum. However, when we look at a scene 
on a computer display, our eyes receive mixtures of only the red, green, and 
blue from the subpixels. A scene on a display can appear realistic because the 
combination of red, green, and blue for each pixel produces the sensation of 
color in our minds that approximates the sensation produced by a diff erent 
mixture of wavelengths in the real world. However, it is impossible with only 
three subpixels to produce all the colors the human eye can see in nature. 
Th e only colors a human can see on a display are those that are produced in 
our mind by mixtures of the colors from the red, green, and blue subpixels.     

As with a grayscale image, the number of bits required to store a color 
image is equal to the total number of pixels in the display times the bit depth 
of each pixel. In     Figure       1   .   25    (b), the bit depth of the grayscale image is 3 because 
each bit can display eight shades of gray.         Figure 1.28(a), however, shows that 
each color pixel consists of three subpixels. If each subpixel can display eight 
shades of its color, the total bit depth is 3 bits for each pixel times 3 pixels, which 
is 9. Th e total bit depth for a color pixel is sometimes referred to as the  color 
depth . Color displays can typically produce 256 levels of brightness for each 
subpixel. Because 2 8  is 256, such displays require 8 bits each for the R, G, and 
B subpixels, for a total bit depth of 24. FIGURE 1.29              shows some of the colors 
possible for such a pixel. Th e table shows the brightness levels in decimal, but 
as with all information in a computer system, they are physically stored as bits. 
A brightness of 255 is stored with 8 bits in binary as 1111 1111, a brightness 
of 192 is stored as 1100 0000, and a brightness of 128 is stored as 1000 0000. 
Chapter 3 describes these equivalences between decimal and binary.

R G B

FIGURE 1.28
Color pixels.

(b) A 16- × 8-pixel portion of a color display.

(a)  A single-color 
pixel with three 
subpixels.
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  Example 1.7  A GPS system in an automobile has a 4.5- × 2.5-inch screen 
with 120 color pixels per inch. Each subpixel color can display 64 levels of 
brightness. What is the KiB size of the display memory? 

 First, determine the total number of pixels in the display.  

 number of pixels
= 〈Product〉

(number in width) ×  (number in height)
= 〈Substitute values〉

(4.5 in. ×  120 pixels/in.) ×  (2.5 in. ×  120 pixels/in.)
= 〈Math〉

162,000 pixels 

Color Red Green Blue

White 255 255 255

Silver 192 192 192

Gray 128 128 128

Black 0 0 0

Red 255 0 0

Maroon 128 0 0

Yellow 255 255 0

Olive 128 128 0

Lime 0 255 0

Green 0 128 0

Aqua 0 255 255

Teal 0 128 128

Blue 0 0 255

Navy 0 0 128

Fuchsia 255 0 255

Purple 128 0 128

FIGURE 1.29
Some colors produced by a color pixel with a bit depth of 24.

White 255 255 255
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Red 255 0 0
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FIGURE 1.29
Some colors produced by a color pixel with a bit depth of 24.

White 255 255 255
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 Because each subpixel can display 64 levels of brightness, and 2 6  = 64, 
the number of bits for each subpixel is 6. Because there are 3 subpixels per 
pixel, the bit depth is 3 × 6, which is 18. Compute the size of the display 
memory as follows: 

  size of display memory
= 〈Product〉

(number of pixels) ×  (bit pixels)
= 〈Substitute values〉

(162,000 pixels) ×  18(b/pixel)
= 〈Math〉

2,916,000 b
= 〈Convert to KiB〉

(2,916,000 b) ×  (1 B/8 b) ×  (1 KiB/1024 B)
= 〈Math〉

356 KiB  ❚ 

 Th e fact that a color display cannot produce all the colors of nature but 
only an approximation of them is typical for all aspects of computer systems. 
Computers are useful because they perform tasks from the real world. In so 
doing, they  model  aspects of the real world. But computer models of the real 
world are always approximations. 

 For example, in a color display with a bit depth of 24, each pixel 
can produce 2 24 , or 16,777,216, different colors. The human eye can 
distinguish about 10,000,000 colors, so it would seem that a color 
display can produce all the colors perceptible by the human eye. Yet 
it cannot, for two reasons. First, the human eye cannot distinguish 
between the color of one pixel and that of another with only a single 
level of brightness different in one subpixel. Consequently, the number 
of distinguishable colors from the set of 16,777,216 is less than the 
10,000,000 distinguishable by the human eye. Second, the only way to 
produce all the colors perceptible by the human eye would be to have 
more than three subpixels per pixel and to have their wavelengths span 
the entire visible spectrum. 

 As another example, one mathematical property of integers is that there 
is no largest value. Consequently, there are an infi nite number of integer 
values. However, all computers are fi nite. If there are  n  bits in a memory 
cell that stores an integer, then only 2 n  values can be stored, not an infi nite 
number of values. For a given storage cell, there is a largest integer value. 
So, the properties of integers stored in computers do not quite match the 
properties of mathematical integers. 
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 The Intel Core i7 System 

 Th is text is an introduction to computer systems at 
all seven levels of abstraction. In practice, computer 
systems are complex and contain a massive amount of 
detail at each level—far too much detail to describe in 
an introductory text. Consequently, much of the detail 
at each level is hidden. Th e text presents a simplifi ed 
model of each level that illustrates the fundamental 
principles that operate at that level. Th e principles 
govern all physical computer systems, but the model 
itself is only an approximation of systems in practice. 
Th is section is the fi rst of a series of sidebars created to 
describe some of the omitted details and to show how 
the principles apply to systems in practice. 

 In the early history of computers, different 
manufacturers designed and sold many different 
computer systems. Over time, however, the number 
of diff erent computer systems dwindled until the present, 

when two computer systems dominate the commercial 
market—namely, the Intel/AMD systems and the ARM 
systems. Intel and Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) are 
the manufacturers of the x86 series of computer systems 
common in desktops and laptops. For mobile devices like 
smartphones and tablets, however, the Advanced RISC 
Machines (ARM) systems dominate the market. Th e R
in the acronym ARM is itself an acronym and stands for 
Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC). In contrast, 
the x86 series of computers use the Complex Instruction 
Set Computer (CISC) design. Chapter 12 describes the 
diff erence between CISC and RISC designs.     

 Th e Intel Core i7 system is a set of integrated 
circuits, also called computer chips, that form the basis of 
many Microsft  Windows and Apple OS X desktops and 
laptops.     FIGURE 1.30          shows some of the details of the 
Core i7 system that are not present in the corresponding 

CPU 1

Direct Media Interface (DMI)

Integrated Memory Controller (IMC)

CPU 2 CPU 3 CPU 4

Main
memory

Platform Controller
Hub (PCH)

Graphics
processor
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PCIe/SATA/USB
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ChB
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memory
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Main
memory

ChD

Audio

Disk Disk

FIGURE 1.30 
The Intel Core i7 system.
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Relational database 
systems

• Relation A table

• Attribute A column

• Tuple A row

• Domain The set of all possible values of an 
attribute
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Sor
S.Name S.Class S.Major S.State
Beth
Nancy
Robin
Allison
Lulwa

Soph
Jr
Sr
Soph
Sr

Hist
Math
Hist
Math
CompSci

TX
NY
CA
AZ
CA

Figure 1.31
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Frat
F.Name F.Major F.State
Emile
Sam
Ron
Mehdi
David
Jeff
Craig
Gary

PolySci
CompSci
Math
Math
English
Hist
English
CompSci

CA
WA
OR
CA
AZ
TX
CA
CA

Figure 1.31
(continued)
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Query
• List Ron’s home state

Result1
F.State
OR

Figure 1.32
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Query
• List all the sophomores in the sorority

Result2
S.Name
Beth
Allison

Figure 1.32
(continued)
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Query
• List those sorority and fraternity members 

who have the same major, and what that 
common major is

Figure 1.32
(continued)
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Result3
S.Name F.Name Major
Beth
Nancy
Nancy
Robin
Allison
Allison
Lulwa
Lulwa

Jeff
Ron
Mehdi
Jeff
Ron
Mehdi
Sam
Gary

Hist
Math
Math
Hist
Math
Math
CompSci
CompSci

Figure 1.32
(continued)
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QueryDatabase Result

ProcessingInput Output

Figure 1.33
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Database operators

• select Takes a set of rows

• project Takes a set of columns

• join Combines tuples from two tables 
with a common column
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• select Frat where F.Major = 
English giving Temp1

Temp1
F.Name F.Major F.State
David
Craig

English
English

AZ
CA

Figure 1.34
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• project Sor over S.Name giving 
Temp2

Temp2
F.Name
David
Craig

Figure 1.34
(continued)
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• project Sor over (S.Class, 
S.State) giving Temp3

Temp3
S.Class S.State
Soph
Jr
Sr
Soph

TX
NY
CA
AZ

Figure 1.34
(continued)
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• join Sor and Frat over Major giving Temp4

Temp4
S.Name S.Class S.State Major F.Name F.State
Beth
Nancy
Nancy
Robin
Allison
Allison
Lulwa
Lulwa

Soph
Jr
Jr
Sr
Soph
Soph
Sr
Sr

TX
NY
NY
CA
AZ
AZ
CA
CA

Hist
Math
Math
Hist
Math
Math
CompSci
CompSci

Jeff
Ron
Mehdi
Jeff
Ron
Mehdi
Sam
Gary

TX
OR
CA
TX
OR
CA
WA
CA

Figure 1.35
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Query
• List Ron’s home state

Result1
F.State
OR

Figure 1.32
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Query
• List Ron’s home state

select Frat where F.Name = Ron 
giving Temp5

project Temp5 over F.State 
giving Result1

See Figure 1.32
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Query
• List all the sophomores in the sorority

Result2
S.Name
Beth
Allison

Figure 1.32
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Query
• List all the sophomores in the sorority

select Sor where S.Class = Soph 
giving Temp6

project Temp6 over S.Name 
giving Result2

See Figure 1.32
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Query
• List those sorority and fraternity members 

who have the same major, and what that 
common major is

Figure 1.32
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Result3
S.Name F.Name Major
Beth
Nancy
Nancy
Robin
Allison
Allison
Lulwa
Lulwa

Jeff
Ron
Mehdi
Jeff
Ron
Mehdi
Sam
Gary

Hist
Math
Math
Hist
Math
Math
CompSci
CompSci

Figure 1.32
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Query
• List those sorority and fraternity members 

who have the same major, and what that 
common major is

join Sor and Frat over Major 
giving Temp4

project Temp4 over (S.Name, 
F.Name, Major)giving Result3

See Figure 1.32


